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INTRODUCTION

CONCEPT STATEMENT

The Architectural and Landscape Design Review Committee comprising professional architects
and Ekubo Home Owners Association (EHOA) has, therefore, drawn up the following broad
guidelines to assist all property owners with the preparation and approval of their plans. Each
submission will be assessed on its merits in the overall context of Ekubo Coastal Estate and the
Local Authority Town Planning Scheme.
For this purpose the EHOA constitution requires all property owners to submit building plans
and landscaping proposals, including all alterations and/or amendments, for approval, to the
Architectural Review Committee (ARC) prior to them being submitted to the Local Authority.

BACKGROUND TO GUIDELINES

Ekubo Coastal Estate incorporates approximately 137 hectares of indigenous KwaZulu-Natal
(KZN) coastal dunes, grasslands and wetlands, which will be preserved and retained as part of
the conservation-amenity zone. It has a 1 kilometer stretch of unspoilt Indian Ocean shoreline
on the KZN South Coast.
The accepted architectural style is “Balinese”, but consultants are encouraged to develop their
own interpretation, and create a modern fusion with traditional Balinese styling elements,
whilst taking South African conditions into account. This will ensure that the character of Ekubo
will be unique and that the Architecture will respond to the Environment in a specific way.
It is the Architectural Review Committee’s intention and aim that the development will reflect
an architectural style suited to the tropical climate of the KZN Coast. Large openings catch the
sea breezes and ventilate and cool the homes. Natural stonework, timber decks and warm
earthy finishes, combined with modern textures and elements will combine to reflect the fused
“Balinese” style with modern elements of architecture, well suited to the sub- tropical KZN
Coast.
Analysis of the site, the coastal dune forest, proximity to the sea, prevailing winds and the
objective to ensure a sense of harmony with the Estate have identified the following design
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
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Dominance of nature
Integrated internal and external living spaces
Verandahs, decks, terraces and courtyards
The use of similar materials, colours, textures and roof theme
to create a unified common architectural identity
Selected earthy tones of colour
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•

Balinese style roof forms with large overhangs

•

Structured building forms, encouraging modern Balinese fusion.

It is important that the street elevation avoids the suburban residential image and particular
emphasis should be given to retaining the natural character of the Estate and maintaining the
view, through the elimination of fencing and appropriate placement of homes in relation to
each other.

The general guidelines are applicable to all areas of Ekubo Coastal Estate whilst suggested
specific guidelines will be produced for each home/section of the Estate.

The Architectural Language, as a response to the environment, has the following principles:•

VARIED PITCHED ROOFS in the Balinese style to protect the building from the extremes
of the elements.

•

The resultant DEEP ROOF OVERHANGS provide the shelter during our summer months
from the heat, rain and humidity.

•

VERANDAHS/PATIOS are synonymous with indigenous Natal architecture for the same
reasons as mentioned above and is an important transition space between indoors and
outdoors.

•

Large OPENINGS in the form of fold back or deep sliding doors and windows allow
for
good cross ventilation and the transparency to maximise the sea, coastal and inland
views.

•

SHUTTERS (optional) to these openings ensure that the cool sea breezes keep the houses
cool in the evenings and sun control.

•

The NATURAL EARTH COLOURS of Africa, appropriate to our area form the basis of the
Estate colours.

•

These elements, when used together with modern materials will sensitively create the
“Architectural Language” of the Estate, within the range of materials and colours of the
Estate.

•

Promote design features that relate to a symbiotic existence with the surroundings and
fauna and flora of the Estate.

•
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Ensure correct orientation of the structure.
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THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE MANUAL

This manual establishes a design and development code within which all developers/owners
and their respective professional teams will be required to work.
THE MANUAL SHOULD NOT BE VIEWED AS A DOCUMENT PRESCRIBING RESTRICTIONS
The purpose of the manual is:
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•

To create an integrated and unified architectural character, while at the same time
promote architectural initiative and creativity.

•

To establish a structure to the development and to create opportunities for individual
owners to respond in specific ways to the various opportunities offered.

•

To achieve buildings that relate well to each other and the public realm as a group form.

•

To establish guidelines which will ensure that owners develop their sites in harmony with
their surroundings, thereby, ensuring that the total environment achieves the desired
unity and quality.

•

To establish a clearly defined space hierarchy.

•

To ensure that the particular qualities in the public realm are achieved which will assist the
marketability of the Estate.

•

This manual is a safeguard to protect the integrity of the vision that will make Ekubo
unique and ensure that the high standard set by this vision is maintained.

•

The manual’s ultimate purpose is to enhance the asset value of each individual property
and the Estate as a whole.

•

The manual is an aid that will enable design excellence and buildings of a high quality.

•

By understanding these objectives the manual will be understood as a mutually beneficial
document facilitating development in a spirit of co-operation.
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RESISTENCE TO STEREOTYPICAL ARCHITECTURE – THE MODERN FUSION

The traditional style of “Estate Balinese Architecture” has become stereotyped over the past 5
years. Much like the once popular “Tuscan Movement”, which is now considered bad taste by
some.
The EHOA do not wish to simply reproduce or re-invent another stereotyped Bali style Coastal
Estate. The Balinese roof form creates the basis for the definitive Balinese style, with all the
practical advantages as referred to above. This is the essence of the functional form.
However, clients and their consultants are encouraged to incorporate modern features and
elements in the final presentation of the structure.
The result of this fusion will be clean lines, with sensitive use of modern elements and
materials, like stainless steel, expanses of glass, aluminum and contemporary treatment of
timber products. This will fuse the modern with the traditional elements of Balinese
architecture. Owners and their Consultants are urged to resist stereotypical architecture.
Design clues should be taken from “words” dealing with Bali style, climate, regional,
contextual, modern fusion, freedom, flowing, symbiocity, earthy, natural, indigenous etc. The
architecture should reflect the environment, and respond to specific climatic conditions as
well as the Ekubo Eco- Estate vision, and the modern movement.
Residence design should give emphasis to:
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•

Correct orientation of the structure.

•

Use of deep verandahs, and large overhangs with or without exposed rafters.

•

Design of structures that relate to a symbiotic existence with the surroundings and
fauna and flora of the Estate.

•

Scattered roof lines to minimize and prevent visual intrusion.

•

Sensitive complimentary indigenous landscaping.

•

Exterior and interior colours that emphasize the earthy quality of the Estate designed
for low maintenance and resisting dark earthy tones.
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DESIGN REVIEW PROCEDURE
Professional Team
Only EHOA approved architects registered with the South African Council for the Architectural
Profession (SACAP)/or the South African Council of Architects (SACA) may submit drawings for
development within Ekubo Coastal Estate.
All Panel Architects will be required to abide by the requirements of the Architectural Review
Committee and Ekubo Homeowners Association rules governing Architects and Contractors and
sign an Accreditation Agreement.
All engineers must be registered with the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA)/South
African Institute of Civil Engineers (SAICE).
A pre-requisite in respect of all architects submitting plan designs for building on Ekubo Coastal
Estate is that they assume the role of Principal Agent for the total build from design to
occupation.
Owners and their Architects are required to familiarise themselves with these guidelines
before embarking on any design work. Once an owner has briefed his/her Architect, the
Architect is required to submit to the Estate Director a statement of intent. This statement of
intent is to be accompanied by the application and shall align itself to Meeting 1 of the Review
Process.
Initial Meeting – Orientation Meeting
Both the architect and the land owner(s) are required to meet with the Estate Director for
preliminary discussion prior to the preparation of any plans. This will obviate unnecessary
delays at a later stage. This is a conceptual meeting to verify and understand the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site information
Access clearance
Site clearing procedures
Footprint vegetation analysis
Existing services
Review of applicable Architectural Language and Guidelines
Landscaping and planting requirements
Storm water requirements – construction of storm water control and post
construction storm water control

Following this initial meeting, sketch plans conforming to Estate specifications must be
presented to the Estate Director who will then take the plans forward to the following
scheduled Architectural Review Committee meeting.
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Proceeding after the 1st Architectural Review Meeting, all comments/requirements will be
forwarded in writing to the relevant parties, through Estate Management for compliance and
submission to 2nd Meeting.

The Review Process should require a maximum of two meetings as set out below, for the
introduction and approval of plans, to be submitted by the clients architect to the Local
Authority, once approved by EHOA.

The Local Authority will not scrutinise any plans without the EHOA “approved” stamp.

FEE STRUCTURE:

(Vat if applicable is to be added to all the fees below)

Special Residential
Plan Submission Fee
Landscaping Plan Submission Fee

-

R 10 000.00 per site
R 2 500.00 per site

Intermediate Residential
Plan Submission Fee

-

Landscaping Plan Submission Fee

-

R 10 000.00 per site, and in addition;
R 3 500-00 per alternate type/design
+ R 950-00 per unit
tba

General Residential 3
Plan Submission Fee

-

Landscaping Plan Submission Fee

-

R 10 000.00 per site, and in addition;
R 3 500-00 per alternate type/design
+ R 950-00 per unit
tba

The above fees are to be paid to EHOA, when the application is submitted to EHOA with the
letter of intent. The above costs levied are to cover Architectural Review Committee
expenses.

Should additional meetings be required, due to non-compliance, a fee of R 5 000.00 will be
charged for the professionals/members, required to be present. Any additional meetings
required to be held, will be held at the discretion of the Architectural Review Committee.

Cut off dates for submissions to the Architectural Review Committee will be the 1st day of
every month. Further meetings will be scheduled on demand by the EHOA, with a minimum of
two weeks’ notice to Architectural Review Committee members. Members and Owners will
be notified when this is deemed necessary.
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FIRST MEETING – Design Proposal

The submission must consist of a site layout plan, sketch plans, sections, elevations and
proposed site cut showing height envelope and natural site slope, including a separate roof plan
indicating heights, pitches and overhangs, which are to be accompanied by rendered
perspectives of the proposed structure. The Landscape and Storm Water plans and proposals
are to be included in the above submission. The proposed footprint to be clearly indicated as
detailed later. The scale of 1:100 is to be used. Additional sketches and working models will be
encouraged to illustrate the proposal. The same will apply to Intermediate and General
Residential stands.

4.2

MEETING 2 – Detailed Design Proposal

This submission should further elaborate the design and resolve issues agreed to and raised
during MEETING 1. It should also resolve final design issues such as color, texture, and materials
for both the primary and secondary elements. Plans must be drawn to submission level, and in
a scale of 1: 100. Further revisions may be required by the Committee for approval. If no
objections are raised, and no further clarification is needed, the Architectural Review
Committee will sign off the documentation, authorising the client or clients’ architect, to submit
drawings to the Local Authority for approval.
The validity of the EHOA approved plan is for ONE YEAR only. If building does not commence
within one year of approval, then the plan expires.

5.

BY-LAW AND REGULATIONS

These architectural guidelines establish the architectural character of the Estate and are in
addition to the Local Authority by-laws and the National Building Regulations. Architects to
obtain the latest relevant requirements from the local municipality.

6.

AMENDMENTS TO EHOA APPROVED PLANS PRIOR TO OR DURING CONSTRUCTION

The final submission drawings are approved and signed by the EHOA and present a legal binding
agreement of what is to be built. Following the approval and signing of the submission drawings,
all proposed variations and amendments shall be submitted to the EHOA for approval prior to
actual construction.
These variations can be submitted at any time to the EHOA who will forward them to
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Architectural Design Committee members for assessment on whether or not the proposal
requires a formal submission meeting.
It must be noted that no deviations are permitted without formal written approval by the
EHOA and local council approval.

NO EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL CHANGES MAY BE IMPLEMENTED PRIOR TO 2 COPIES OF COUNCIL
APPROVED PLANS BEING RECEIVED BY THE EHOA.

An additional fee of R3 500.00 for each resubmission of amended EHOA approved plans must be
paid to the EHOA prior to presentation for review by the Committee Members.

Non-compliance to the aforementioned procedures will be viewed in a serious light by the EHOA
and the onus rests with the Principal Agent and Builder to ensure that these EHOA and Local
Authority requirements are strictly adhered to.
The Architect/Principal Agent must formally present a fully marked up set of “ As Built” drawings
to the Architectural Review Committee, supported by correspondence from the Architectural
Review Committee, that is now required prior to deviations being undertaken, for each individual
variation prior to Occupation Certification.

•
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ZONING

Special Residential

- zoned for single residential use only.

Intermediate Residential

- zoned for medium density housing with a maximum
of 15 units per ha.

General Residential 3

-zoned to accommodate the existing club house
and medium density residential to be finalised by the
developer.

Private Conservation Area

- this is defined as areas of land under private
ownership. All areas not to be developed (except for
roads & services) which are to be allocated within this
zoning.
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USES

In terms of this manual, the conditions of sale and rules of the EHOA and all the documents
related to the Tribunal Judgment are applicable.
•

FOOTPRINT, COVERAGE AND HEIGHT

Footprint shall not exceed 60% of the site area.
Maximum Coverage is 25% of the site area.
Maximum FAR is 25% of the site.

Maximum height:

Single storey
Double storey

6m
8.5 m

Note:
2nd floor may be a maximum of 50% of ground floor. Covered volumes or double
volumes are not excluded and will be subject to the Architectural Review Committee’s
approval.
Height is restricted to 2 storeys above Natural Ground Level and basements will only be permitted
on sites with steep gradients, where the basement is more than 50% under the natural ground
level and the building does not project the effect of a 3 story building, which is considered to be
obtrusive by the EHOA.

7.

BUILDING LINES

The purpose of these building lines is to create a sense of space between structures, and where
possible, ensure that views are maintained.
For single story dwellings:
Building Lines (road side):
Side space:

7.5 metres
5 metres

For double storey dwellings:
Building Lines (road side):
Side space:

7.5 metres
6 metres

Relaxation of these building lines, including driveway entrances and height restrictions, will be
considered by the EHOA, if motivated by the home owner, but will be subject to the approval of
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Local Council. If the topography and size of a site is restrictive in any way, or the fall of land is
more than 1:5, further relaxation will be considered by the EHOA.
•

SPECIFIC CONTROLS

Wetland Buffer Restrictions:
A building restriction area shall apply to those erven affected by the wetland buffer, as
indicated on layout plan no 03L12P13.
The building line shall be relaxed as follows on the erven affected by the wetland buffer:
•

3m building line:
1573 – 1575

Erven 1367, 1426, 1434, 1435, 1450 – 1457, 1474 – 1476,

•

0m building line:
1585

Erven 1449, 1465, 1556, 1563, 1564, 1568, 1569, 1576 –

Archeologically Sensitive Erven:
On some sites, during the digging of any foundations or making of any other excavation as may
otherwise occur, an archaeologist approved by the Ekubo Homeowners Association shall be on
hand to make his/her own investigation of the same.
Erven affected are as follows:
•

1353; 1354

•

1387; 1388; 1389; 1390; 1391; 1392; 1393; 1394; 1395

•

1404; 1405; 1406; 1407; 1408; 1409; 1410; 1411; 1412; 1413; 1414; 1415; 1416;
1417; 1418

•

1441; 1442; 1443

•

1459; 1460; 1461; 1462

•

1467; 1468

Should any human remains, artifacts, equipment or other like items be discovered, all such
activity must cease until the site had been further investigated by the archaeologist, and
continuation of excavation or construction related activity has been authorised in writing by
the Environmental Control Officer (ECO).
The cost of the archaeologist investigation shall be for the member’s account.
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EXTENT OF DWELLING
•

Residences must be of a minimum extent of 250m/2 excluding garages, and open
patios.

•

The extent of residences shall not be in excess of 500m/2, exclusive of garages, open
patios and basement areas, unless specifically motivated by the home owner and
approved by the EHOA.

AMENDMENTS TO THE ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES

The EHOA reserves the right to make minor adjustments and amendments to the design
standards, as incorporated in these guidelines, as it deems necessary from time to time, prior to
the approval of the Local Authority.

10.

SITING CONTROLS

10.1 Estate Management

The EHOA will manage the Estate. All building work must comply with the approved plans and
the requirements of the Estate Director. Contractors must comply with the “CONTRACTORS
PROTOCOL”. No developer, home owner or contractor will be permitted to commence with
any new construction, additions or renovations, before the Contractors Protocol and other
relevant documentation has been signed, and the non-refundable building deposit paid to the
EHOA.

10.2 Footprints

Each site will be critically analysed to provide a suitable area on which a dwelling can be built
within the lifestyle promised for Ekubo residents.
Where a site has an undisturbed natural barrier strip around all boundaries, with openings only
for access and vistas, where possible, no building or disturbance of natural vegetation is allowed
within this zone, which will be maintained by the EHOA. The footprint area represents that part
of the site on which the house, external living areas, yards, driveway and pool can be built.
Indigenous vegetation (trees) within the footprint which will be identified and should be
retained or, with the approval of the EHOA, removed and the equivalent number and type replanted and maintained in the garden area.
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Whilst the EHOA pre-determined footprint area is of paramount importance and must be adhered
to where possible, this serves only as a guideline, indicating the proposed entrance point and area
for development. It is up to the owner, his surveyor and architect to do a physical on site
investigation. Beacons must be surveyed and marked by the owner and his surveyor, at the
owners cost.

The footprint area must be conclusively addressed in Meeting 1 of the Design Proposal.
•

Architects and owners are to consider placement of structures so as not to impair
views of other residents.

•

Indigenous plants, rock features and any items of importance to be preserved are
to be indicated on site;

•

The proposed development of the building must then be placed in such a way that
does not interfere with these features. There will be exceptions when this is not
possible, but will be decided by the Architectural Review Committee;

•

The footprint line must then be place, so as to include all areas where building
development, gardening, roads, sewer, storm water pipes, soak pits, driveways,
swimming pools, retaining walls and surface disturbance will take place;

•

Features to be preserved will fall outside the footprint line;

•

Thus the footprint line will follow an undulating line including or excluding items as
mentioned and form a maximum of 60% of the site.

•

It is important to remember that during construction, the building site will be
screened on the footprint line and there must be space for builders with wheel
barrows, etc to move in this screened area.

•

Home owners are encouraged to make use of the full 60% area so that soft
landscaping can be done around the perimeter of the house.

•

Footprint lines can be up to 2 metres from the side and back boundaries, depending
on site conditions. At the roadside boundary the footprint aligns to follow the
driveway into the property.

•

Subterranean services such as sewer, electrical cables and water pipes do not have
to fall in the footprint area.

•

The footprint line is not bound by the building lines.

NO DEVELOPMENT OF ANY NATURE WILL BE ALLOWED OUTSIDE OF THE FOOTPRINT AREA
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10.3 Height & Set-Backs

The height of any structure is 8.5 metres above natural ground level for double storey,
measured from the average height of the area surrounding the building. The building must be
set back at an angle not exceeding 45 degrees from the street boundary. The height for single
storey is 6 metres.

10.4 Retaining Structures and Earthworks

Retaining structures must remain true to the adopted architectural style. Retaining blocks will
be discouraged, but rather terraced steps and other landscaping structures must be employed.
Retaining walls higher than l.5 metres will not be permitted without prior, written permission
from the EHOA.
Site cuts and earth works should be kept to a minimum, in order to moderate damage to the
environment.

10.5 Sloping Sites

Structures on slopes must be designed with terraced levels in response to the topography and
the ground floor may not exceed 1.5m above natural ground level. The EHOA may relax this
condition, if motivated specifically by the home owner and his architect, or if the site has a
slope of more than 1:5.

10.6 Surveying of Sites

A land surveyor must confirm and certify all levels and structural positions prior to
construction, to the satisfaction of the EHOA.
NOTE: Detailed requirements regarding surveying of individual stands refer point 15 of
EHOA Review Committee Submission Checklist-page 34.
The land surveyor must also mark all large indigenous trees and shrubs for identification by
the client’s appointed landscaper.
Written approval must be obtained from the EHOA and ECO before any indigenous species,
which by way of siting, may prohibit the placement of the structure, are removed.

A PROVISIONAL MINIMUM FINE OF R 5000-00 WILL BE LEVIED FOR ANY INDIGENOUS TREE OR
SHRUB REMOVED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS AND WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE EHOA. THIS
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INITIAL FINE WOULD BE IN ADDITION TO ANY PENALTIES IMPOSED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL OFFICER FOR CONTRAVENTIONS.

10.7 Views

Primary view lines are to be discussed and determined, with the assistance of the Architectural
Review Committee, to determine positioning. Views of surrounding buildings must be
considered in the initial design. Obstruction of views of others to be avoided as a priority to
ensure a harmonious community.

11.

DRIVEWAYS, PARKING, PAVING AND LANDSCAPING

11.1 All driveways and parking areas are to be fully paved, with approved cobbles and pavers to
match existing roads on the Estate. Driveway widths are to be controlled at the junction with
the public road. Storm water control must be conclusively addressed at the driveway
entrance.
11.2 Sufficient parking must be provided for within the design.
11.3 The landscaping theme of the Estate is to encourage the use of indigenous species in
accordance with a landscaping theme. The portion of all properties that border on the Estate
and the portion of all properties between the building lines and the street boundary must be
landscaped accordingly, using the tree and plant species as per Landscape Design Guidelines,
which will be binding on the owner. A list of indigenous species, for use on the Estate as well
as specific landscaping guidelines are included in the EHOA Environmental Control and
Landscaping Design Guidelines.

12.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN CONTROLS

The elemental composition of the buildings shall be a clearly articulated harmonious ratio of
roof zone, glazed/wall living zone and natural surrounding flora.
Houses erected on the slopes with a high visual impact of the site, will need special attention
to reduce the interruption to the horizon line. This will need to be done, by inter alia,
additional landscaping and controls to the scale of the buildings. Where possible, cut and fill
must be minimized and the buildings are rather to be “terraced” down the slope of the site.
Placing of homes are to ensure privacy for owners and neighbours yet making full use of views
and the natural surroundings.
Note: The maximum height of plinths above ground must be controlled and must therefore
step down the slope of the stand where applicable.
Any loft space should be in the character of the architecture. In roof, non-visible storage areas
will NOT be allowed as a separate volume.
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Specific Inclusions

12.1 Air Conditioning

Only split/ducted systems may be used. All air conditioning compressor units to be screened
so as not to be visible from the road or neighboring properties.
Screening can be done by screen walls or timber surrounds at a low level, to complement the
architectural style of the house.

12.2 Balustrades

Balcony and verandah balustrades must be in keeping with the architecture of the Estate.
Hardwood and stainless steel will be permitted. All balustrades must be approved by the
EHOA prior to installation.

12.3 Boundary walls

Boundary walls are not permitted within the Estate.

12.4 Carports

Carports will be permitted and must appear as a substantive and integral part of the house
and not an appendage. Flat metal roofs and shade netting will not be permitted over carports.
Concrete slabs are permitted if incorporated in the design and possibly used to house solar
panels and air conditioning units out of view.

12.5 Chimneys

Chimneys must be considered as an important design element in the structure and should be
stone cladded to compliment the overall design of the house. All built-in braais must form
part of the overall residence design, or form part of the chimney design.
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12.6 Doors, Shutters, Windows and Blinds

Openings should be balanced with the proportions of the structure, and should lend an airy
and spacious quality. Views should be optimized.
No dormer windows will be allowed.
All glass sizes to conform to SABS 0400 – 1900 Part n Glazing regulations, or the latest SANS
norms required by the local authority.
Door frames must be in the Architectural Style prescribed.
Door openings leading onto verandahs should be of the folding/sliding type. Frameless
folding doors are permitted.
Shutters may be used for sun control or privacy. Shutters must either be of the sliding/folding
variety, and no “fake” cottage style shutters, or permanently fixed shutters will be allowed.
Window frames must be in timber, or dark brown/charcoal anodized/powder coated
aluminum, other colours will not be permitted, unless by express written permission of the
EHOA.
No steel frame windows will be allowed. Decorative moulded plaster bands and window
heads will be permitted, within the constraints of the Architectural Guidelines. All windows
will be sash, mock sash or full pane. Small pane Cape Dutch style windows will not permitted.
Home owners are encouraged to use windows of good quality from a reputable company.
Blinds must only be of natural materials i.e. Storm Blinds as approved by EHOA. It is required
that blinds should be rolled up with no side guides and mounted in the recess between
columns and not on the outside. Blinds are preferred not to be left in the down position.
Written permission must be obtained from the EHOA prior to installation.

12.7 Eaves

Eaves may be closed or open, or hidden to accommodate architectural features and concealed
gutters. Detailing of the roof timber ends are encouraged where there are no gutters.
Gutters are compulsory on exposed eaves, unless an apron with suitable drainage into the
storm water system is allowed for. Down pipes may be replaced by chains, draining into gulleys,
and connected to the storm water system.

12.8
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Property owners must comply with the Standard Conditions of Electrical Supply, as issued
from time to time by the EHOA External lighting sources approved by the EHOA, to be
restricted and aesthetically pleasing and should in no way interfere with traffic or neighbours.

•

Single Phase Electricity

The EHOA encourages the use of single phase electricity for homes on the Estate.
Electrical connection at meter to be done by EHOA on-site Electrical Contractor.
Costs for this electrical connection will be for the owners account.
•

Three Phase Electricity

Application for 3 phase electricity to be made in writing to the EHOA by the owner/principal
agent. On written approval by the EHOA, this conversion must be carried out by the EHOA onsite Electrical Contractor. All costs for this installation will be for the owners account.
Charges relating to both applications may found on page 31 of the Architectural Guidelines and
Design Manual.

12.9

External Colours

External colours must reflect the tones as per the Architectural Guidelines. Bright and
contrasting colours must be avoided. A range of approved colours is available from the EHOA.
All external colours must comply with the display samples available, unless approved by the
EHOA.

12.10 Exterior Wood Finishes

All exterior woodwork should be finished with Burnt Umber Wood Preserve (matt).

12.11 Garages

These should be designed with the same material and site criteria as the house. Where
practical these should be attached garages, unless the individual site conditions are
extremely onerous. Only horizontally slatted timber garage doors will be allowed on the
Estate.
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12.12 Gates and Screens

Gates to yard areas and pool pumps are to be in a hardwood stained to the prescribed colours.
Screens to the air conditioning units can be done in a be in hardwood or brick and plaster.
(refer to 12.1) No creosote gates or posts will be allowed. No pre-cast concrete will be allowed.

12.13 Generators

Stand by generators will be permitted within Ekubo Coastal Estate in response to the electrical
outages being experienced without prior warning on the following basis:
Owners are required to obtain written permission from the EHOA prior to installing a
generator.
Only silenced generators will be considered for approval.
A site plan indicating location of the generator must be submitted for approval.
Generators to be installed in suitable housing, so as not to be visible from the road and/or
suitably roofed/screened from immediate view of overlooking neighbours.

12.14 Gutters

Both concealed and exposed gutters will be allowed. These should be dark brown in
colour and conform to the overall scheme of the Estate. (refer to 12.7 re: Eaves)

12.15 Interior Design

There are in principle, no constraints on interior design. However, care must be taken to
reflect the architecture, and any visible areas from the exterior must reflect colours of the
Estate. All visible curtains and blinds must be in keeping with the tone of the Estate, and must
be lined in beige or natural earthcote colours.

12.16 Pergolas, Decks & Terraces

Stilted pergolas will only be allowed if done in sympathy with the surrounding landscape and
architecture of the structure. Stone columns will not be limited to ground floor levels only.
•
•
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Terraces to be finished with quarry tiles or natural stone tile
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12.17 Plumbing

Plumbing must be concealed in ducts.

12.18 Roofs: Pitches and Heights

NB: A separate roof plan indicating heights, pitches and overhangs must be included with all
plans for review by the Committee
The roof of the Balinese style is the most defining item of the building.
Dormer construction will not be allowed.
The roof to be a Balinese style roof which typically consists of 3 angles with large overhangs of
900 – 1000mm
Roof pitches are to be adjusted to suite the design of the building and should vary between
22.5 degrees minimum and 45 degrees maximum.
The list of recommended tiles is available from the Estate Director. Alternative tiles must be
within the colour spectrum of the Estate and must be approved by the Architectural Review
Committee.
Verandah and lean-to roofs may have a minimum pitch of 22.5 degrees.
NB: Verge Tiles must be used on all roof apexes.
The style of roof is defined by the varying pitches of the roof. This can be divided into two or
three varying pitches in various configurations.
The guidelines emphasize that the roof has “scattered roof lines to minimize and prevent
visual intrusion” thereby giving all owners pleasant vistas and privacy.
Large span roofs create height problems, which some architects have overcome by reducing
the pitches to the minimum 22.5 degree slope for the whole roof. This is not in the spirit of
the design of the Estate and is not recommended by the tile manufacturers.
The minimum slope of 22.5 degree is only meant for the overhang section of roof above the
eaves.
Where there are marginal height infringements with the 3 angled style of pitch and the roofs
are not deemed to be obstructive to surrounding sites, the Architectural Review Committee
will consider relaxation of the height restriction.

•

The following sketch indicates the various roof possibilities
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Examples of various configurations of roof pitches and alternatives

Typical Bali style roof overhangs protecting windows with
scattered roof lines
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Bali style roof with balanced size roof vent

Low roof overhangs with natural flow to garden spaces and broken
roof lines
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12.19 Roof Slabs

Flat concrete roof slabs will be permitted, but in a limited ratio of approximately 20% of the
main roof only. No exposed slab shall cover more than 20% of the total roof area. Roof slabs
shall be covered in stone, pebbles or be painted a colour that will not be obtrusive to sites at a
higher altitude. No roof decks will be allowed.
Solar panels can be placed on roof slabs, if properly concealed and not visible from
surrounding properties.

12.20 Signage & House Names

House signage throughout the Estate is mandatory and the design must conform to the
‘standard specified’ signs in keeping with the ambience of the Estate. The house numbering
system is in accordance with the officially allocated stand number and no other number will be
permitted. Details and costs of these signs can be obtained from the EHOA offices.

12.21 Solar Panels

The Architectural Review Committee recommends that solar panels be integrated into the
architecture. It is further recommended that architects incorporate solar energy receptors in
their initial designs.

12.21.1 The Architectural Review Committee requires that solar panels are positioned as discreetly as
possible, preferably on flat concrete roofs concealed by parapets. Pitched roofs may only be
used if no other position is possible.
12.21.2 Instances where no other position is possible, resulting in the installation being more exposed
will only be considered by the Committee, should a thorough feasibility study supporting the
installation be presented together with the application.
12.21.3 All Solar Panel installations are to be submitted to the Architectural Review Committee for
approval and will be treated as minor works.
12.21.4 Each application will be considered by the Committee on its site specific merits, taking into
account, the positioning of the solar panels and the systems’ optimum performance result for
both the owner and manufacturer.
12.21.5 EHOA Architectural Review Committee approval of design and positioning must be obtained in
writing prior to solar panel installation.
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The following should also be noted:
•

Solar panels must be fitted flush with roofs.

•

Solar panels must only be either black or grey in colour.

•

The panels should be within hardwood or aluminum (dark hardwood in colour)
frames.

•

They must be in one continuous block and not fragmented over the roof or walls.

•

Panels shall only be flat in design.

•

All pipework from Solar Panels to storage cylinder shall be concealed and taken
directly into roof space.

•

The geyser may not be located on the roof, but must be concealed within the roof
structure.

•

Vertical configuration of the panels shall comply with the Architectural Review
Committee standard.

•

No Close-coupled Units (i.e. incorporating an exposed water cylinder) may be used
at all.

•

Hot Water Cylinders must be concealed in the roof space.

•

All solar panels are to be securely fixed to roof.

12.22 Swimming Pools

Swimming pools must be located within footprint area, and form an integral part of the design
of the structure. Pools must refrain from being obtrusive, and should be positioned in such a
way, as to ensure privacy and form a natural part of the surroundings.
Pool pumps to be placed in pump rooms or to be properly screened.

12.23 TV Aerials & Satellite Dishes
•
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TV Aerials to be positioned in roof – not visible. Satellite Dishes to be positioned in
screened area so as not to be visible from any road or other property, preferably in
the laundry drying yard, not more than 1.8 metres above the ground level (measured
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from finished ground level to top of the dish). The colour of the dish, brackets and
cables must blend in with the colour and finish of the building structure.
•

Only one satellite dish per site/development will be allowed. In the case of planned
unit developments, consideration for one device per block will be considered by the
Architectural Review Committee on application.

•

The position of the satellite dish must be clearly indicated on the drawings for review
by the Architectural Review Committee.

•

All proposed installation positions must be inspected on site by the Estate Director
with the installer, prior to installation. No installation may commence without the
written permission from the EHOA.

•

The installation of the satellite dish may only be done by an EHOA approved installer.

12.24 Walls & Plinths

Walls must be plastered and painted. Plinths of darker natural materials or approved rock
face to be used. Skimmed and textured plaster of high quality will be allowed. Textured
plaster applications will be allowed for main walls, as well as stone cladding, as approved by
the Architectural Review Committee. Pseudo stone plaster technique will not be allowed.
All stonework must be approved by the Architectural Review Committee Architect prior to
installation.
Stone plinths to continue around the entire perimeter of the dwelling.

12.25 Water Tanks

Due to ongoing Ugu Municipality’s water problems, the installation of water tanks is
encouraged and the installation of water tanks are a requirement for new homes being
built on the Estate.
The following items are to be adhered to:
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•

Tanks are to be fitted with a first flush device, which will ensure that the
initial runoff will bypass the tank and clear any debris which has built up.

•

Tanks to be manufactured from materials which are designed for water
storage and built to SANS or CSIR specifications. EHOA approved brands
to be used.

•

Green coloured tanks are not permitted. Only beige coloured tanks are
approved.
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•

Tanks to be fitted with mosquito screens.

•

Plumbing works for the tanks to be done by an EHOA approved
registered plumber and signed off by the EHOA.

•

Pumps attached to the tanks are to be housed in a noise reducing
cover.

•

Placing of the tanks are to be per manufacturers specifications on a
secure base, or if sunken be in an engineered and drained cellar. The
design proposal to form part of the plan submission.

•

The tanks can be made up of one or more tanks, dependant on the
building layout and ease of concealment. The capacity proposal is
between a minimum of 1500 litres and 10 000 litres, depending on
the property owners requirements.

•

Tanks are to be within the building lines and footprint of the site.

•

Tank overflow to be treated as storm water discharge and form part
of the storm water drainage plan.

•

All installations must be approved by the EHOA prior to installation.

•

Tanks are to be placed so as to be concealed and not visible from the
road and screened from neighbouring properties.

•

Screening should be as below approved by the EHOA. No other
screeing will be permitted. All screening must be approved by the
EHOA prior to installation.
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12.26 Yard/ Refuse Bin Areas and Laundry Lines

b:

•

Every dwelling shall have a suitable laundry drying yard and refuse bin area, not
exceeding 12 m2 in floor area, and not exceeding 3,0m in width and 4,0m in length,
with 1,8 high screen wall.

•

All washing lines, windy driers and laundry lines are to be positioned on each site in
such a manner that they are not visible from any of the Estate’s roads and from any
boundary on that site.

•

Special care is to be taken on sites which are “below’ the road. In this instance screen
walls of maximum 2.1 metres high to screen laundry yards and lines will be considered
on application and motivation. The position of yards and washing lines is to be clearly
indicated on the drawings for scrutiny by the Architectural Review Committee.

•

All refuse is to be stored in sealed refuse bags in a green Otto bin (wheelie bin).

Specific Exclusions:

The following are not permitted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Exposed plumbing
Exposed air-conditioning plant
Winbloks
Concrete grass blocks
Fencing
“Wendy houses”, garden sheds
Awnings, unless designed as in “Roof”
Mono-pitch roofs, except for Verandahs
Coloured reflective tinted glass/sandblasting
Face brick
Pre-cast concrete columns, except by the express permission
of the EHOA
Decorative elements such as Spanish, Cape Dutch or Tudor
Exterior burglar guards
Dormer windows
Reflective materials
Bright primary colours
Timber structures as main residential spaces
Shade netting
Wall mounted panels/lattice work
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APPROVALS
A limited number of architects will be selected or approved to provide architectural services
within the Estate and must be approved by EHOA. A list of approved architects will be
forwarded to owners on request by the EHOA.
These architects are to be registered with the South African Council for Architectural
Profession as “ARCHITECTS”.
All architect appointments are to be based on “FULL SERVICE”. It is a pre-requisite that
owners appoint their Architects as “PRINCIPAL AGENTS”.
The number of architects on the panel is to be determined from time to time by demand, i.e.
as demand increases from owners for architectural services, so the number of architects on
the panel will be increased.
Architects are to be selected on the basis of their expertise in the design of good residential
architecture, and will be required to submit a resume and portfolio for consideration and
approval by the EHOA.

14.

BUILDERS & CODE OF CONDUCT
No owner builders are permitted on Ekubo Coastal Estate.
All builders on site must be members of the Master Builders Association and registered with the
NHBRC.
All builders/construction companies and sub-contractors will be required to submit a resume
and portfolio for consideration, to be approved by the EHOA. The EHOA reserves the right to
restrict the number of contractors on the Estate and may deny any contractor the right to build
on site if they do not qualify or do not have a suitable resume or track record.
All EHOA approved building contractors must be given the opportunity to tender on all projects.
The proposed tender list should be submitted to the EHOA prior to the issue of tenders. All
tenders received must be forwarded to the Architectural Review Committee for scrutiny. Once
the tender has been awarded, the EHOA must be notified of the successful contractor.
Plumbers and electricians must be registered with the relevant controlling authorities.
Owners are to inform their contractor that the Builders Code of Conduct and all annexures
thereto, are to be signed before construction commences. On completion, Certificates must be
obtained confirming compliance with the Architectural Guidelines the Builders Code of Conduct
and the Environmental Management Plan. A certificate of occupation must be granted by the
Local Authority. All certificates must be lodged with the EHOA prior to occupation.
Once the Committee Architect is satisfied that the residence has been constructed in terms of
the EHOA regulations, all exterior finishes are as per EHOA plans and any snags completed to
standard, he will approve the as built plans for issue of the final EHOA Certificate of Occupation.
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CONSTRUCTION
During the construction phase, the Estate Director will monitor the quality of construction and
site cleanliness, and may, at his discretion stop construction, in order to ensure standards are
maintained on the Estate. The owners appointed Principal is responsible for the individual
quality control of the houses. The Estate Director is available to advise and offer assistance
where necessary, and will direct owners and their builders to the responsible professional or
individual.
N.B. ONE YEAR PRESCRIBED BUILDING PERIOD – PENALTIES OF R 500 (FIVE HUNDRED RAND)
PER DAY WILL BE IMPOSED BY THE EHOA SHOULD CONSTRUCTION BREACH THIS TIMELINE.
THESE PENALTIES WILL COMMENCE ON THE FIRST DAY OVER THE PRESCRIBED BUILDING
PERIOD OF ONE YEAR. IT WILL BE THE EMPLOYERS/OWNERS RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE
THE BUILDING PERIOD IS ADHERED TO.

16.

RESPONSIBILITY

These guidelines do not absolve the house owner from complying with the National Building
Regulations, and the requirements of the Local Authority. Owners are urged to comply strictly
with the Architectural Guidelines, as no deviations will be permitted. Owners are further
required not to challenge the Guidelines with unreasonable requests, as these will not be
entertained.

17.

DISCLAIMER

It should be noted that these guidelines have resulted from an evaluation of the EHOA’s intent.
Modifications may be introduced to further clarify the intent and character of the original
concept.

Certain design features that may have been approved at an earlier stage and built before
amendments to this document, including earlier guidelines, may not be used as a precedent,
and may not be used to justify any deviation from this document.

The EHOA further reserves the right to put further restrictions in place, if any event or action on
the part of home owners demand such action from the EHOA. The EHOA will not be responsible
for any claim arising of whatever nature, which may be as a direct result of non-compliance with
Estate Rules and the non-compliance with the Builders Code of Conduct.

Contractors must take care to ensure the safety of all personnel on site at all times, and must
comply with SABS 0400 of 1989, part F.
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EKUBO ECO ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

2021 EHOA FEES – PLAN SUBMISSION TO OCCUPATION CERTIFICATION
__________________________________________________________________________________________
•

Plan Submission Fee

R 10 000.00

•

Additional Meeting Submission Fee

R 5 000.00

•

Plan Variation Fee

R 3 500.00

•
•

Landscaping Plan Submission Fee
Landscaping Documentation Fee

R 2 500.00
R 650.00

•

Building Documentation Fee

R 1 200.00

•

Builders Deposit/Road Reserve Fund (non-refundable)

R 12 000.00

•

Site Handover Certification Fee (ARB)

R 3 500.00

•

Site Handover Certification Fee (ECO)

R 2 500.00

•

EHOA Administration Fee
(monthly during construction period)

R

•

Single Phase Electricity Connection Fee

R 5 000.00

•

Three Phase Electricity Connection Fee

R 9 000.00

•

Water connection Fee

R 3 500.00

•

Electricity Deposit

R 2 500.00

•

Water Deposit

R 2 500.00

•

Penalty per day for transgression of the 1 year building period

R

•

Occupation Certification Fee (ARB)

R 3 500.00

•

Environmental Certification Fee (ECO)
R 2 500.00
Additional consultations with the Committee Architect or ECO will be
charged at prescribed rates to the owners account.
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EKUBO ECO ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE PLAN SUBMISSION CHECKLIST

STAND NO:

SIZE:

DATE:

OWNER:
ARCHITECT:
PRINCIPAL AGENT:
ENGINEER:
SURVEYOR:
LANDSCAPER:

ITEM - PLEASE CHECK AND MARK:

PLAN SUBMISSION FEE PAID TO EHOA – R 10 000.00

PLANS:

1

Sketch plans of elevations and layout, 1:100 scale x 3
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2

Sketch plan of sections, showing site cut and building lines, 1:100 scale x 3

3

Separate roof plan indicating pitches, overhangs and heights x 3

4

Detailed Colour Perspective rendering of the proposed structure x 3

5

Principal Agent Appointment Agreement

6

Title Deeds Submitted

7

Letter of Appointment of EHOA Approved Landscaper, from the
Principal Agent/Owner for the drawing up and implementation of the
Landscaping Plan. This Appointment Letter is to be submitted with
all Landscaping Plans for Review by the Architectural Committee

8

LANDSCAPING PLAN SUBMISSION FEE PAID – R 2 500.00
Landscaping Documentation Fee Paid – R 650.00

9

Landscaping plan, with proposed structure indicated as well as position
and names of any existing trees/shrubs on site, with full plant list
(botanical and common names)and rehabilitation intention, 1:100 scale x 3

10

Declaration letter from the EHOA Accredited landscaper drawing up the
Landscaping Plan that the Estates' "Environmental Protocol" which
describes landscaping requirements has been properly perused and
accepted. Note - that if a landscaping contractor subcontracts to a
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specialist landscaping designer, the sub-contractor must provide the
same declaration (i.e. two declarations must be received).
Declarations must be submitted with the landscaping proposal
for Review by the Architectural Committee.

*NO LANDSCAPING PLANS WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR REVIEW BY THE
COMMITTEE, IF NOT ACCOMPANIED BY AN APPOINTMENT AND
DECLARATION LETTER SIGNED BY THE PRINCIPAL AGENT/ARCHITECT
AND LANDSCAPER.

11

Storm water management plan/proposal – by Engineer, 1:100 scale x 3

12

Geotech Report x 2

13

Engineers Drawings, 1:100 scale x 3

14

Footprint (maximum 60%) to be outlined in Bold Green on Site Plan

15

Surveying of site:*Boundaries clearly marked with 1m high white markers
*60% Footprint area, including driveway position, demarcated
1m high white markers and barrier tape

TOWN PLANNING CONTROLS
1

FAR indicated (25%) maximum
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2

Coverage indicated (25% maximum)

3

Total size of house indicated

4

Number of buildings and site utilisation indicated

5

Building lines (side/rear space)

ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES AND DESIGN MANUAL

DESIGN DETAILS:

1

Wall finishes indicated (colour, cladding and plaster finishes)

2

Roof finish indicated (form, shape and materials, percentage coverage if
double storey and apex height)

3

Solar Panel Policy

4

Window/door type and material indicated

5

Blinds Policy

6

Storm water controls indicated (gutters, soak pits, aprons)

7

Gutters (Type)

8

Plinth (Type)
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9

Retaining walls (Type)

10

Sewerage detail (linkage to main sewer line)

11

Proposed driveway detailed (entrance point and materials)

12

Exterior balustrading and decorative finishes indicated (materials and
design)

13

All external materials - i.e. roof tiles, paving, cladding, exterior tiles, exterior lighting and
wall colours – must be pre approved by the Architectural Review Committee

14

A separate, detailed list of all external finishes to be identified and attached
attached
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EKUBO ECO ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

APPROVED BUILDERS

PHARAOH DEVELOPMENT
P O Box 133
Shelly Beach
4265

Tel:
Fax:

039 317 2055
039 317 2038

Email:

pharaoh@telkomsa.net

Contact: Martinus du Plessis

Cell:

082 308 4887

________________________________________________________________________________

LEOCON CONSTRUCTION
P O Box 665
Umtentweni
4235

Contact: Leon Botha
Owner

Tel:
Fax:

039 695 1669
039 695 1669

Email:

leonbotha@telkomsa.net

Cell:

082 566 0085

___________________________________________________________________________________

BY APPROVING THE BUILDERS, THE EHOA IN NO WAY ACCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE BUILDER
AND THE CONTRACT REMAINS FIRMLY BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND THE BUILDER

DYASON CONSTRUCTION
P.O. Box 371
Munster
4278
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Tel:
Fax:

039 319 2115
039 319 2115

Email: dyason@telkomsa.net
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Contact: Ivan Dyason
Owner
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Cell:

083 388 3043

__________________________________________________________________________________

CHA CONSTRUCTION cc
P.O. Box 214
Southbroom
4277

Tel:
Fax:
Email:

Contacts: Neil Arlow:
Gen.Manager/Contracts Coordinator

Cell:

039 3166871/2/3
039 316 6874
cha@lantic.net

082 774 0860

__________________________________________________________________________________

ANTHONY & BASSON DEVELOPEMENT CC
Enterprise Road
Uvongo
4270

Tel:

Email:

039 315 6418

anthonyandbasson@mweb.co.za
elmarbasson@gmail.com

Contacts: Elmar Basson

Cell:

082 562 4246

BY APPROVING THE BUILDERS, THE EHOA IN NO WAY ACCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE BUILDER
AND THE CONTRACT REMAINS FIRMLY BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND THE BUILDER

TOP DOG CONSTRUCTION
Shop 11, Hibiscus Lifestyle
15 Bissett Street
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Tel:
Email:

039 682 1061
admin@topdogconstruction.co.za
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Port Shepstone
4240
Contacts: Warren

Cell:

082 822 0346

__________________________________________________________________________________

DUROSHA INVESTMENTS PTY LTD
T/A Sonny Buchaya Contractors
24 Valley Road
Marburg
4240

Tel:
Fax:

039 682 0625
039 682 6098

Contacts: Sonny Buchaya

Cell:

083 456 5478

_________________________________________________________________________________

BY APPROVING THE BUILDERS, THE EHOA IN NO WAY ACCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE BUILDER
AND THE CONTRACT REMAINS FIRMLY BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND THE BUILDER

SIGNED by the PURCHASER at …………………………………………………….
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on this ………………………… day of ………………………………………. 20…..

_____________________________
PURCHASER FULL NAME

_________________________
PURCHASER SIGNATURE

AS WITNESSES:

1………………………………………
WITNESS FULL NAME

1…………………………………………….
WITNESS SIGNATURE

2……………………………………….
WITNESS FULL NAME

2……………………………………………..
WITNESS SIGNATURE
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